TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

LUSTRE QUIK
HIGH SPEED FLOOR FINISH

LUSTRE QUIK is a high gloss floor finish offering an outstanding balance of
performance characteristics. It dries with exceptional gloss without buffing and has
excellent wear properties, yet it responds beautifully to high or ultra-high speed
burnishing for a deep “wet look” gloss.
LUSTRE QUIK demonstrates excellent slip resistance and leveling as well as long-term
durability. You will find it particularly outstanding in heavy traffic areas because of its
superior resistance to scuffing, heel marking and dirt pickup.
LUSTRE QUIK is:







Durable - for longer life and higher appearance levels between maintenance
operations.
Repairable - since scratches and soils don’t penetrate deeply into the polish film,
less maintenance is required to restore the finish’s appearance.
“High speed maintainable” - high speed buffing is the ruin of some polishes
because it is too abrasive to the surface film, but you will find that LISTRE QUIK
stands up to high speed maintenance extremely well.
Not “machine dependent” - it is hard and dries bright without buffing.
Versatile - an outstanding choice for a wide variety of applications.

For best results, apply thin, even coats to a clean floor. If no seal is used, three or four
coats are recommended.

TECHNICAL DATA

Physical State

Liquid

Color

Off White, Semi-translucent

Film Color

Clean, non-yellowing

Odor

Mild

Viscosity

Free flowing

Storage stability

Indefinite
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Freeze thaw cycles

3 cycles

Buffability

Excellent response

Leveling

Excellent

Drying time (recoat)

20-30 minutes

Gloss

Excellent

Scrubbability

Excellent

Removability

Easy

Heel mark resistance

Excellent

Scuff resistance

Excellent

Hardness

Outstanding

Total active

23%

Floor solids

21%

pH

8.2 to 8.6

Weight per gallon

8.6 lbs.

Flash point

None

Coverage per gallon

1500-2000 sq ft
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